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Random Thoughts 
T-Rex and Bankers: Birds of a Feather? 

Decades ago, Microsoft CEO, Bill Gates and strategist 
extraordinaire, Tom Peters gave seminal keynote addresses as 
the BAI’s annual at two back-to-back BAI Retail Delivery 
conferences.  Each addressed a packed house of suit-and-tie 
wearing, chardonnay-sipping  representatives of the 
intermediary industry with a common message – banking and 
bankers are toast.  Few heard the message. 

Fortunately for everyone (except consumers), Bill and Tom were 
premature with their prognoses and the banking industry has 
stumbled its way through a major recession, artificially low 
interest rates, the rise of the Internet, Durbin, and Dodd-Frank. 

Even more fortunate (for consumers) is that most of the bankers 
who whistled by the graveyard while the keynoting duo was 
challenging the banking to change are now retired.   

Meanwhile, there’s modicum of change afoot. 

Over the past few years, we’ve seen signs that the financial 
services industry is beginning to redefine itself.  Consider these 
subtle shifts: 

• A collaborative group of bankers has launched Zelle to
maintain competitive balance in a P2P market dominated by
PayPal (Venmo) and Square (Cash.)  This, despite the good
likelihood that P2P payments will someday disrupt the
interchange cash train operated by the card brands.

• A collaborative group of credit unions has formed CULedger,
an effort to save that segment of the industry a ton on
administrative expenses and to bring space age advances to
CU members.

• Chase acquired WePay, a Fintech player, to enhance its
merchant services and retail banking franchises.

• MasterCard, Visa and American Express are now taking
data security and identity theft seriously via a string of
acquisitions – NuData, inAuth, and Cardinal Commerce,
respectively.

• Either Chase or Capital One (or both) may partner with
Amazon to offer a checking account – an outcome we
believe would benefit us all, not just the youth and
underserved markets the retailer hopes to attract.

• Rather than shun Silicon Valley, bankers are embracing it
with partnerships being formed between PayPal, Google,
and others and several of the country’s largest banks.  We
see these events as consistent with the notion that
transaction information is more important than the
transaction itself.

• Citibank now offers a mobile banking app that promotes
financial information aggregation across its family of banks
and other non-Citi storehouses of consumer wealth.  Better
yet, you needn’t be a Citibank customer to use it.
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Random Thoughts (Continued) 
• While the EU banks are moving toward Open Banking under 

the PSD2 mandate, U.S. bankers are gradually warming to 
the notion of delivering value to consumers through API links 
to Fintech lending, wealth management, and PFM tools.   

Are we silly enough to believe that these actions by the nation’s 
banks and credit unions are being taken based purely on 
altruism?  Of course not.  Where there’s money to be made, 
you’ll find a banker (except, of course, in the cannabis realm.)   

Still, with each liberalizing step taken by the nation’s banks and 
credit unions, we come a bit closer to redefining what banking 
is.  For that, we owe a debt of gratitude to Silicon Valley’s 
Fintech movement, the industry-altering offerings put forth by 
the Neobanks it has spawned, and the messages of change 
offered up by Bill and Tom, lo, those many years ago. 

We suppose that banking could have undergone a 
transformation right after the BAI conferences but we wouldn’t 
look much different than we do today because no one was 
ready for change.  Now, we are. 

Put another way, two bellwether examples of systemic change, 
cryptocurrencies and blockchains, are here today because the 
time is right.  We have the technology and know how to use it, 
consumers are eager to participate, and bankers are okay with 
having the term “banking” mean something different than it used 
to.  If you don’t believe that, read “Back in the Day” on page 23. 

 

 

Until Next Time  
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2018 Predictions and Results 
Open APIs will gradually become something other than today’s exception to the rule.  Following the lead set by Wells Fargo, Bank of 
America, and Chase, each of the top ten banks will announce new Open Banking relationships with third parties. 

Q1: It’s happening, albeit gradually.  PFM and lending appear to be the most popular. 

2018 is the year that blockchain (distributed ledger technology, or DLT) is taken seriously by the US financial services industry.  Two 
significant pilots (probably on the commercial side of the house) will be announced. 

Q1: No significant announcements in financial services yet.  The healthcare industry is bubbling though, as Optum, UnitedHealthcare, Humana, 
and others launch a blockchain pilot aimed at reducing administrative costs. 

Augmented Reality (AR) will move to the forefront of retailer mobile apps.  By the end of 2018, in-app product demos and virtual 
product try-ons features will become commonplace. 

Q1: Ikea, Dulux, Bic and Lowe’s are already in the game. 

Amazon will begin dispensing pharmaceuticals (drugs and devices) by obtaining licenses in select states. 

Q1: Well, maybe not.  The mere suggestion that Jeff Bezos wants to disrupt big pharma has sent the incumbents scurrying for more friendly 
partnerships – Aetna and CVS; Walmart and PillPack, for instance.  This will be an interesting year for pharmaceuticals, we opine. 

The number of ATMs in the US will decline by 15 percent as non-EMV compliant machines are mothballed and deployers respond to 
slack demand. 

Q1: This one was too easy.  We’ve already seen M&A activity among device servicing firms and the two big U.S. manufacturers are scrambling 
for new strategies. 

The merchant services segment will continue to consolidate as value chain integration becomes the primary profit driver.  Expect to 
see at least two major M&A events. 

Q1: Nothing yet; stay tuned. 

Venmo’s (unnamed) P2P competitors will follow its lead and announce plans to morph into POS and mPOS services. 

Q1: These plans will likely unfold in the commercial banking sector first.  US Bank is already heading that way. 
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2018 Predictions and Results  
Now for some controversy.  Big banks will continue to eschew the opportunity to solve the cannabis retailers’ banking and merchant 
services problems, but they will be solved.  Most likely by smaller banks and forward-thinking credit unions. 

Q1: This could all go away if cannabis is removed from the Schedule 1 category of drugs.  In the meantime, players like CanPay and PayQwick 
are offering workarounds while Attorney General Sessions uses the Supremacy Clause to play hardball.   
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TrendWatch Summary – Q1 2018 
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Market and Industry Situation 
Focus Area Recent Movements 

Low New Payment Forms Some biometric-based solutions are arising but with minimal impact thus far. 

Low ATM Restructuring The cardless access bulge appears to have moved through the system; smaller FIs will come 
along as their processors corral them. 

High POS Volume Trend We’re still using our cards more every day because they’re convenient and the growing 
numbers of places that accept them.  The side effect appears to be a growing credit card 
delinquency rate which is reaching pre-recession levels once again. 

Low Legal/Regulatory Issues To no one’s surprise, President Trump is trying to ease up on regulations across the board.  
Dilution of the effects of Dodd-Frank seems inevitable even though Congress is playing footsy 
with it for now. 

Low New Venture Growth Money is pouring into healthcare and lending apps but not payments. 

Med Earnings 
Announcements 

Earnings continue to grow and FI returns ought to get better as the Fed gradually removes the 
cap on cheap money. 

Low Industry Investments More of the same, it seems.  DLT is still gaining favor but payments investments are MIA. 

Low Payments Industry 
Security 

Hopefully, we’re not becoming complacent as the number of large data breaches and fraud 
cases subside.  Oh, right; Saks just got hit.  Back to vigilance.   

Positive 

Mixed 

Negative 
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TrendWatch Summary – Q1 2018 (Continued)

Industry Players to Watch 

Walmart Just because. 

EU PSD2 App Developers PSD2 is in full swing throughout Europe but, after all, how many banks and citizens are there to attract?  
As U.S. banks begin to signal receptivity for API-based open banking, rest assured that these offshore entrepreneurs will begin looking 
and moving westward. 

Cryptocurrencies Recent prohibitions on credit card use for cryptocurrency purchases should force these players to craft new 
workarounds to keep the books balanced. 

CFPB The interim leadership is suggesting that the agency’s power ought to be throttled back; what next, full dismantlement?  

Amazon President Trump appears to be misinformed about how taxes are collected and paid in the online commerce sector.  
Amazon’s response ought to make our lives interesting in Q2. 

Neobanks Non-bank offerings are becoming bolder, very high tech, and dangerously close to crossing the line where a banking 
charter is needed.  Could regulation be forthcoming? 

http://www.doradoindustries.com/
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2018 Payments Industry YTD Yields 
We are fortunate that not all our basket of payments equities suffered from the long-awaited “Trump Slump” this quarter.  Our portfolio managed to 
eke out a 3.0 percent return before dividends while the Dow Jones Industrial average suffered a 2.0 percent stumble.  The card brands and novelty 
payments processors saved our collective bacon while a general malaise surrounding our other industry wagers gave back the gains earned during 
the Trump Bump of 2017.  Bitcoin investors headed for the proverbial ledge again this quarter after dining on caviar and crepes in QIV 2017.  So it 
goes in the speculation game. 

Sources: Company releases; Morningstar.com; Bloomberg.com; and Coinbase. 
Notes: 2018 YTD yield excludes dividends; based on 12/31/17 and 3/29/18 closing prices. 

Yield Rank
Alliance Data Systems $253.51 $212.86 ($40.65) ($2,419) -16% 18
American Express 99.37 93.28 (6.09) (6,577) -6% 14
Blackhawk Network Holdings (M&A Pending) 35.65 44.70 9.05 473 25% 2
Cardtronics PLC 18.52 22.31 3.79 154 20% 3
Discover Financial Services 76.96 71.93 (5.03) (2,419) -7% 16
Euronet Worldwide 84.27 78.92 (5.35) (270) -6% 15
Fidelity National Information Services 94.16 96.30 2.14 408 2% 10
First Data 16.70 16.00 (0.70) (126) -4% 13
Fiserv Inc. (2 for 1 split adjusted) 72.47 71.31 (1.16) (181) -2% 12
Everi (fka GCA) 7.54 6.57 (0.97) (75) -13% 17
Jack Henry & Associates 116.96 120.95 3.99 335 3% 8
MasterCard Worldwide 151.83 175.16 23.33 3,019 15% 4
MoneyGram International 13.18 8.62 (4.56) (264) -35% 19
PayPal 73.62 75.87 2.25 2,745 3% 9
Square 34.67 49.20 14.53 4,751 42% 1
Total System Services 79.26 86.26 7.00 2,296 9% 6
Western Union 19.04 19.23 0.19 108 1% 11
WorldPay (fka Vantiv) 73.60 82.24 8.64 2,143 12% 5
Visa 114.26 119.62 5.36 4,534 5% 7

Bitcoin Closing Price $13,634.13 $6,672.98 ($6,961.15) -51%

Industry Player 12/31/2017 3/29/2018
Share
Price  

Cap 
Value 

YTD 2018
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Interesting News This Quarter 
Subject Source / Date Summary 
N26 Business 

Intelligence 
March 

At the risk of being tagged with the “Chicken Little” label, we point out that Europe’s Neobanks are 
heading to U.S. shores in a big way.  Germany-based N26 just raised a boatload of Series C funding to 
expand from its 17-country base in Europe to our little patch of banking heaven.  True, we’re not the 
friendliest place in the world to be in the banking business (are you reading, Amazon?).  Yet, with a 
sizeable population of under- and unbanked citizens and more millennials than boomers, the U.S. deposit 
account marketplace sticks out as a huge target for Fintech-powered non-banks.  No doubt other Neos 
including Revolut and Monzo are wishing N26 success and honing their fast-follower strategies. 

Cryptocurrency Business 
Intelligence 

March 

You know an upstart industry is beginning to take root when it starts to self-regulate. Global Digital 
Finance is the cryptocurrency industry’s attempt at DTC self-regulation.  The new group intends to 
develop a common taxonomy and cross-border understanding to avoid participants getting a black eye 
from misuse, opportunistic players, and outright fraud.  Target number one for the group: initial coin 
offerings (ICOs).  Lots of grist for that mill, to be sure. 

JPMorgan 
Chase 

Bank Innovation 
January 

If you read the popular press, we’ll soon see bank branches closing at faster rates than Toys R Us stores. 
Unless you’re a Chase Bank customer, that is.  The retail banking giant’s CEO, Jamie Dimon, is touting 
Chase’s plans to invest $20 billion over five years to build 400 new branches, an 8 percent rise.  
Meanwhile, Bank of America and Wells Fargo continue to shed and restructure their respective branch 
fleets while laying off bankers in droves.  Not to be left holding the distribution system bag, regional banks 
are also shrinking their franchises – Capital One is down 32 percent; SunTrust has cut 22 percent and 
Regions is now 12 percent smaller.  A case for “more is less” or the other way around?   

Bank of 
America 

Business 
Insider 

February 

Wait, there’s more.  Following closely on the heels of Chase Bank’s branch investment announcement in 
January, Bank of America has pledged to open 500 new branches within four years and to modernize 
1,500 existing locations.  After making the investment, BofA will lag branch count leader Wells Fargo and 
number two player Chase Bank by a sizeable amount.  Just when you believe things are heading south, 
they go north.   

Google Pay Mobile 
Payments 

Today 
February 

Goodbye “Android Pay,” hello “Google Pay.”  Once again, Google is trying to trim the sails on the “pay” 
juggernaut it launched over five years ago.  Google Pay is designed to pull together all the payments 
platforms the data mining and search company has released haphazardly in the past and to put a line in 
the sand for competitors Apple Pay and Samsung Pay to contemplate.  Remember the old Google Wallet?  
It’s gone too; replaced with Google Pay Send in what Google’s blog refers to as a “fresh coat of paint.”  
We’ll leave comparisons to porcine animals to others. 

http://www.doradoindustries.com/
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Interesting News This Quarter 
Subject Source / Date Summary 
Azlo Finextra 

February 
Speaking of Neobanks, Azlo was incubated in Silicon Valley BBVA’s New Digital Business Lab and has 
been in the wild for about a year.  The non-bank surrogate for financial services is designed to meet the 
needs of this country’s estimated 44 million people who make up the gig cadre of freelancers and self-
employed workers.  Spain-based BBVA continues to plumb the depths of non-traditional banking eddies; it 
acquired (and subsequently marked-to-market) Neobank Simple and holds interests in UK startup Atom 
Bank and Finland’s Holvi, both non-banks.   

ATM 
Jackpotting 

Finextra 
January 

This never gets old.  Clever crooks from overseas have landed in the U.S. with their “jackpotting” scheme 
for disgorging cash from Diebold Opteva 500 and 700 model ATMs.  Criminals masquerading as ATM 
service technicians scope the inside of the device for a connection point, upload malware, and cause the 
devices to spew their contents.  We’re told they don’t wait around for a receipt.  Owners of these older 
ATMs might want to take tamper-proofing measures. 

ATM Debit Card 
Fraud 

Presser 
March 

FICO Card Alert Services releases the results of a study which indicates that ATM debit card fraud rose 
by 10 percent in 2017 while the number of compromised card readers in ATMs, restaurants and 
merchants increased by 8 percent.  Older model ATMs and those placed in free-standing locations like 
drug stores, big-box retailers, and drive-thru lanes are the devices most often targeted.  A word to the 
wise. 

Stripe and 
Bitcoin 

Business 
Insider 

January 

We didn’t see this coming, but should have.  Stripe, the online and mobile payments processor, has 
jettisoned acceptance of Bitcoins by its merchant base after becoming the first notable processor to 
provide the service to its clients.  Stripe cites three causes for the action – lengthening transaction times 
leading to failure, rising fees, and mind-boggling (our term) price volatility.  Odd, isn’t it, that these reasons 
are just the opposite of the key attributes flogged by BTC adherents when the cryptocurrency was 
spawned a decade ago? 

Overdue Credit 
Card Debt 

Financial Times 
February 

Once again, we’re not yet in the Chicken Little camp but, according to the Financial Times’ review of 
recent FDIC data, Americans are spending more and repaying less than any other time in the past seven 
years.  Indeed, 90 day delinquent credit card accounts now total $11.9 billion, a 11.5 percent increase 
for Q4 2017.  It seems that we’re also reverting to our 2007-2011 ways with mortgage debt since we’re 
$56.7 billion in arrears there as well.  The FT goes on to remind us that, even though credit card debt 
represents a mere 9 percent of the banking industry’s balance sheet, plastic card write-offs account for 59 
percent of uncollectables.  The sky might not be falling, but there may be a low bridge ahead. 

http://www.doradoindustries.com/
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Interesting News This Quarter 
Subject Source / Date Summary 
Credit Card 
Charge-offs 

Wall Street 
Journal 

A WSJ companion article to the Financial Times piece in February cites Federal Reserve Bank data 
indicating that smaller banks experienced a major increase in Credit Card Charge-offs in Q4 2017 
compared to Q4 2016.  Smaller FIs took a 7.2 percent hit last quarter compared to 4.5 percent in the 
previous year.  In a blinding glimpse of the obvious, the Journal opined that the higher loss experience is “ 
. . . largely a consequence of lending more.”  Really?  Meanwhile, larger banks continued to hover around 
the 3.5 percent mark for card receivable charge-offs.  

Chase Pay Business 
Intelligence 

March 

We’re told it’s hard to win the race from the back of the pack.  Nevertheless, Chase Pay hasn’t given up 
yet.  To bolster its meager 9 percent share of the mobile wallet market, the bank has cut a deal with Shell 
Oil distributors to accept Chase Pay for fuel and in-store purchases.  Bank customers gain access to both 
wallet rewards and Shell’s reward scheme through either party’s mobile app.  Might work, but Chase Pay 
remains many furlongs behind leaders Apple Pay and industry darling Starbucks. 

Revolut Finextra 
March 

Neobanks suffer from a trust gap when compared to traditional (and regulated) financial institutions and 
the UK’s neo, Revolut is trying to bridge it.  Revolut customers will soon be able to create disposable 
virtual cards almost instantly for one-time use with online transactions.  Revolut’s leaders believe that this 
new layer of security, coupled with existing geo-tagging, and freeze/unfreeze capabilities will set the 
Neobank apart from the others and heal the trust schism.  Probably a good strategy for when Revolut 
makes the trans-Atlantic leap to the U.S. 

Starbucks PYMNTS.com 
March 

Starbucks may be learning the same lesson the S&L industry absorbed when the thrifts decided to stop 
serving coffee and cookies in their lobbies a few decades ago.  Seems caffeine-addicted folks would 
prefer to schmooze with similarly afflicted patrons and baristas rather than use the order-ahead feature in 
the SBUX app.  We’ve said it before, overlooking the social aspect of service delivery, no matter how 
trivial (or how large a pain in the a$$), can lead to a world of hurt.  Been to an S&L lately?  We thought 
not. 

Chime Bank American 
Banker 

January 

Neo (and digital-only) bank, Chime, touted its 750,000-customer base in January.  Backed by Bancorp 
Bank and sitting on over $18 million in funding, the social media-hyped non-bank targets millennials with a 
low/no fees message and a round-to-the-nearest dollar debit card savings program.  So far, there’s no 
formal lending program so one wonders how long a liability-side only balance sheet can be sustained – 
tough to live on interchange alone.  Still, for some, Chime (or a reasonable facsimile thereof) might just 
send a ripple through the system.   
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Interesting News This Quarter 
Subject Source / Date Summary 
American 
Express 

Financial Times 
March 

Timing is everything, they say.  AXP would probably like to have back the decision to announce a 
merchant discount rate reduction on the day the U.S. launched new trade tariffs with China and other 
steel-exporting nations.  Like most other shares hit by the tariff news, AXP has ramped down as it notified 
investors of plans to shave 5-6 basis points off the rate retailers pay for acceptance of its family of cards.  
American Express rationalized the reduction as a tool for expanding merchant acceptance.  Meanwhile, 
retailers played the “what have you done for me lately” card and remained skeptical.   

Venmo Business 
Intelligence 

January and 
March 

Venmo takes an aggressive step to compete with Zelle and Square Cash on the “instant cash-out” 
frontier.  Both competitors allow users to withdraw transferred funds (almost) immediately upon receipt.  
Venmo charges a flat 25¢ fee for each transaction; Square Cash charges 1.0 percent while the Zelle fee is 
zero (for now.)   

Update: In late March, Venmo pulled the plug on the cash-out feature citing “technical issues.”  Time will 
tell if the service is undergoing growing pains or if the stoppage is tied to parent company, PayPal’s recent 
settlement with the FTC over bank transfer matters.   

Tencent Business 
Insider 

 February 

Chinese mega-payments and social interaction engine, Tencent, takes another page from Alibaba’s 
playbook and invests heavily in France-based Carrefour SA, operator of 22 hypermarkets throughout 
China.  While an interesting turn of events for spectators watching the Chinese retailers war, this mini-
trend in online and in-store straddling may travel well – as it has in the U.S. with Amazon buying World 
Foods.  

Amazon Everywhere 
March 

Speaking of Amazon, you would have thought that the world had stopped spinning when the trade and 
popular press got wind of discussions between the mega-retailer and Chase and Capital One about 
offering banking services or, horrors! becoming a bank.  And, for good reason, it seems.  Amazon’s 
rumored interest in the pharmaceutical industry has triggered some new business and M&A relationships 
(have you heard the rumors about Walmart and Humana cooking up a deal?); nervous Nellies may be 
concerned that Amazon’s entry would be equally disruptive.  One pundit suggests that Amazon’s efforts 
might result in 70 million new customer accounts in five years; roughly the size of Wells Fargo.  Bain & 
Company estimates that the retailer could avoid more than a quarter billion in annual merchant discount 
fees if a partnership with either bank comes to pass.  We’re not yet flummoxed for two reasons; once the 
Seattle denizens figure out how much regulation they face in the banking space, this too will pass.  We 
hope.  And, as it turns out, Amazon is just looking to find a way to sell to youngsters and the underbanked 
without depository relationships.  The retailer’s Amazon Cash service isn’t cutting it, apparently.  It is now 
safe to exhale. 
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Interesting News This Quarter 
Subject Source / Date Summary 
Citibank PYMNTS.com 

March 
Time was (back in 1999), the banking industry didn’t care for the likes of screen-scraping upstarts like 
Yodlee.  Now, we see Citibank launching a new mobile banking app which enables and encourages 
account information aggregation.  The real shocker is that the new app works for non-Citibank customers 
who are willing to create a profile.  My, how the world of financial services is changing! 

Mexico Banking Finextra 
March 

The EU and its PSD2 mandate may be several thousand miles away but there’s a similar model being 
created just south of us.  Mexico’s Congress has passed sweeping Fintech regulation which sets new 
rules for cryptocurrencies, crowdfunding and open banking.  The legislation is designed to both curb 
fraudulent uses of new Fintech-spawned apps and to promote competition among the nation’s incumbent 
banks.  Unfortunately, the Mexican Banking governance system requires that two bills be enacted to 
accomplish targeted goals – one which authorizes the concept and one which specifies the details.  The 
second piece of legislation may be a long way off, we fear. 

Verifone Business 
Intelligence 

March 

When it was first developed, and touted, contactless payments sure sounded like a good idea – ten years 
ago.  Yet, here we are a decade later with just a few issuers putting their cards in the market (others 
opting for contact/no-PIN) and a Fitbit or two being used to grab a Jamba Juice after Pilates class.  Still, 
Verifone thinks highly enough of the concept to partner with MasterCard for EMV contactless transactions 
at its North American POS devices.  Contactless transactions amounted to 2 percent of the nation’s 2016 
volume.  Can’t imagine that 2017 was much different nor will 2018 be.  Fear not, however; a Juniper study 
says that contactless will constitute 50 percent of global transactions in 15 years.  Well, good luck with 
that. 

Visa Cashless 
Challenge 

Presser 
March 

We appreciate that the card brand has announced the full list of 50 winners of its Visa Cashless 
Challenge so that those of us who like the feel of a wad of 20 dollar bills in our Levi’s know where not to 
shop.  Each winning merchant received $10,000 for their ban-the-buck efforts. 

EMV Business 
Insider 

February 

Fear not, consumers; EMV has come to our rescue.  Or has it?  According to BI, citing a Visa press 
release, U.S. EMV cards and devices have reached “effective” ubiquity with 481 million Visa-branded chip 
cards in the wild (or roughly 2/3 of the total) and 59 percent of the merchant base accepting the EMV 
standard.  By extension, Visa says that 96 percent of U.S. card payment volume flows through as chip-on-
chip transactions.  And yet, counterfeit fraud is down by only 70 percent.  Wonder where the other 30 
percent is happening?  Just asking. 
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Interesting News This Quarter 
Subject Source / Date Summary 
Zelle TechCrunch 

February 
Scammers and other crooks are loathe to change their stripes and eager to accommodate uninformed 
consumers on the prowl for a good deal.  P2P player, Zelle, is racking up some unwarranted bad press 
because, after all, scammers will be scammers and consumers are, well, sheep.  TechCrunch reports that 
EFT scammers have adopted the old “dine and dash” scheme to fleece buyers of online goods like event 
tickets by opening accounts with Zelle participating banks, advertising goods on Craigslist and elsewhere, 
hooking a victim or two, and then closing the bank account once the P2P transfer is made.  To their 
discredit, Zelle banks don’t appear to be too sympathetic to customer complaints but we see this changing 
as the FTC and CFPB get involved.  It’s never easy, is it? 

Signature Debit 
Cards 

Digital 
Transactions 

February 

The Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis spent a fair bit of money conducting a survey last summer to 
determine something most of us have known intuitively for decades.  To wit, Signature Debit Cards lend 
themselves to the highest number of fraudulent transaction attempts than any other form of payment.  90 
percent of the survey’s 283 bank and credit union respondents pointed to signature debit as the culprit.  
Equally troubling is the fact that 63 percent of the panelists said that fraud losses had increased on a year-
over-year basis while only 28 percent said that check fraud losses had grown.  When asked about fraud 
mitigation techniques, only 30 percent of the bankers said they used 3-D Secure and none rated the 
service as being “very effective.”  Why are banks still issuing signature debit cards again?  Oh, right; 
money.  Let’s all read “Random Thoughts” again. 

Bitcoin, et al Various It’s not been a good quarter for cryptocurrencies in general and Bitcoin, specifically.  First, BTC’s price 
dropped 50 percent in the quarter, not good.  Then, the country’s biggest banks followed the trend set by 
EU bankers and banned usage of credit cards to invest in all cryptocurrencies.  Finally, Visa and 
MasterCard, chanting the age-old mantra “the risk is in the price,” classified credit card transactions used 
for cryptocurrencies as “cash advances” and raised transaction fees to the 5.0 percent range.  A spirted 
debate over Bank of America’s ban on cryptocurrency purchases can be found in the commentary section 
at Bitcoin.com found here: https://news.bitcoin.com/bank-america-becomes-latest-credit-card-issuer-ban-
bitcoin/  It’s a pretty interesting read. 
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Interesting News This Quarter 
Subject Source / Date Summary 
Fraud CU Times 

March 
There was a time when losses linked to fraud, identity theft, and other operational snafus were considered 
a cost of doing business; not so, anymore.  A study (remember our caveat about studies) conducted by 
LexisNexis indicates that each dollar of fraud loss brings with it an additional $2.67 in expenses tied to 
chargebacks, fees, interest, and labor.  As you might expect, the expenses increase for smaller institutions 
that are unable to spread the costs over a broad base of banking relationships.  The bigger versus smaller 
comparison reverses itself when analyzing identity theft related losses – larger banks see ID theft being 
the cause of 62 percent of all fraud losses; for the smaller guys, its 56 percent.  No matter the size of the 
bank involved, fraud losses are approaching unbearable levels; perhaps there’s an opportunity in this 
mess? 

Biometric EMV 
card 

Mobile 
Payments 

Today 
January 

The mobile payments newsletter reports that two FIs – Mountain America Credit Union out of Utah and the 
Bank of Cyprus – plan to run pilot programs with Visa’ biometric EMV card throughout 2018.  The card 
compares a template of the cardholder’s fingerprint against the scan taken at the point of sale.  Red or 
green lights illuminate on the card (not our favorite solution set) after the comparison is made.  This early 
attempt at removing passwords and tokens from today’s payment paradigm might appear a bit klugey, but 
at least it’s a start.  End of sermon.   

Regional Mall 
Vacancies 

WSJ 
March 

No, it’s not really about payments but the recent Wall Street Journal article on Regional Mall Vacancies 
lends itself to better analysis of what havoc e-commerce is causing for some folks.  In 1987, large retail 
space was the best investment you could make.  Japanese and other off-shore investors were bidding up 
the prices and down the yields while key anchor tenants were seeking low or no rent and were getting 
their demands met because, after all, how could a regional mall not work out?  According to real estate 
data company, Reis, regional mall vacancies are at a six-year high and the prospects of things turning 
around are dim.  American consumers enamored with online shopping and home delivery are sending a 
message of change to retailers and mall owners alike and those communities are responding the only way 
they know how – close up shop.  What’s the future look like?  Repurposed real estate, we think; a 
resurgence of walk-in trade will happen someday but not within most planners’ time horizon.  1987 was 
only 31 years ago; a generation, give or take, and the year ISPs Prodigy and AOL came to life. 

Cleo Business 
Insider 

April 

Tech-wienies are going to love Cleo!  Introduced to the U.S. by UK-based Cleo AI, Ltd, the artificial 
intelligence-augmented PFM app operates in chatbot mode to aggregate, report, and analyze consumer 
financial information.  Cleo is currently operating in alpha test mode here in the States and is signing up 
1,000 (younger) users per day.  BI test-drove Cleo and found it quite satisfying yet not without a bug or 
two that the company says it is working out.  The cleaver Brits even gave Cleo an American dialect.   
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Interesting News This Quarter 
Subject Source / Date Summary 
Uber Visa debit 
card 

Bank Innovation 
April 

Ride-sharing outfit, Uber, partners with GoBank (Green Dot Bank) to offer a rewards-rich debit card (so 
long as you enter your PIN.)  Arrangements with several retailers make for a pretty rich offering: 
Exxon/Mobile cash stations give back 3 percent; all other fuel retailers kick in 1.5 percent; Walmart will 
earn you 2 percent, and Jiffy Lube, Advance Auto Parts and Sprint each has its own Uber Visa debit card 
deal.  24/7 roadside assistance costs a mere 49¢ per month.  If you’re a gearhead, this may be the card 
and banking relationship for you. 

Walmart Finextra 
April 

Walmart offered its domestic Walmart2Walmart money transfer service four years ago and we’ve been 
waiting for an expansion announcement ever since.  It arrived today.  The retailer has partnered with 
MoneyGram to offer global money transfers originated from its 4,700 stores to agent locations around the 
world as well as to international bank or mobile money accounts.  “Walmart2World” is the new moniker.  
MGI shares rose 5 percent on the announcement; WMT received a mild uptick. 
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M&A and Alliance Activity 

Buyer/Investor Target 
Payments 
Emphasis Possible Strategy 

SunTrust Bank, 
Ally Financial, 
Amazon Alexa 
Fund, others 

Greenlight 
Financial 
Technology 

Financial 
literacy for 
youngsters 

Three investors with an eye toward gaining a foothold in the pool of future consumer users 
invest $16 million in Series A funding for Greenlight Financial, creator of the Greenlight 
smart debit card and app.  The target markets are kids and college students attempting to 
improve their financial literacy.  The new funds are earmarked for global expansion and 
staff growth.  Pricing is not excessive; $5 per month for a family of up to five children. 

Silver Lake, P2 
Capital Partners 

Blackhawk 
Network 

Prepaid cards Two well-heeled and long-term focused funds pay $3.5 billion for Blackhawk, the 
venerable distributor of prepaid and gift cards.  The price represents a 24 percent 
premium over the then-current stock price.  Blackhawk has grown from nothing to become 
the major player in prepaid card distribution with 250,000 locations under contract and 
1,000 brands eager to hang their cards on Blackhawk hooks.  Silver Lake and P2 Capital 
plan to keep CEO Talbott Roche and her management team intact and that’s a good 
thing.  Now, if someone can figure the CFPB’s final ruling on prepaid cards, life would be 
grand. 

Andreessen 
Horowitz, others 

CryptoKitties Crypto game Ever since the first vestige of consumer electronics emerged, we’ve had games.  Pong 
came along with the early consoles and the Windows GUI gave us solitaire for our 
desktop PCs.  Angry Birds captured the minds of iOS and Android handset owners (but 
not the financial markets.) It seems fitting then that the cryptocurrencies industry would 
have its own game.  Well, now it does.  Some very savvy investors cobbled together $12 
million to invest in CryptoKitties, a game which allows users to create and breed virtual 
cats.  Post-gestation activities include buying and selling the kittens using Ethereum, 
meaning that players must buy that cryptocurrency to participate in the game.  As the 
story goes, CryptoKitties are collectible in a DLT sense and, since the game began in 
November 2017, consumers have sold $23.2 million of the little critters.  When we began 
seeking buyers of virtual felines to interview, however, they proved to be difficult to herd.  
Harkens back to the dot-com days – before the bubble burst. 
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M&A and Alliance Activity 

Buyer/Investor Target 
Payments 
Emphasis Possible Strategy 

Vizo Financial 
Corporate Credit 
Union 

Constellation 
Digital 
Partners, LLC 

Digital financial 
services 

Vizo, one of the corporate credit unions that serves the needs of real person CUs, invests 
$500,000, raising the funding for Constellation Digital Partners to $12 million.  Vizo joins 
nine other credit unions and three credit union service organizations (CUSOs) in the 
funding.  It appears that the credit union system is enamored with the possibilities that 
open banking could bring to its sector of the U.S. financial services industry.  Constellation 
has developed a patented cloud-based marketplace for collaboration between 
participating credit unions and app developers.  The objective for Constellation is to 
redefine how credit unions serve their members thereby sustaining market competition.  
Ideally, the collaborative approach to DLT applications will win the day so consumers can 
avoid exploitation of blockchain for proprietary purposes. 

General Atlantic, 
others 

Alkami Mobile banking 
software 

Studies published elsewhere indicate that the mobile banking market has been saturated 
with nearly 80 percent of the U.S. consumer market having and using MB apps.  If that’s 
so, don’t tell General Atlantic because it just invested $70 million in Alkami, the nine-year 
old Texas startup with 4.5 million banking customers on its platform.  Alkami is a white-
label provider looking to round up the mobile banking population to 100 percent.  The last 
mile is always the toughest. 

Stripe Index POS hardware 
management 

Stripe, the online and mobile commerce payments processor, signals that it may be 
heading in the direction of in-store services.  Index, a software developer with a 
respectable track record, agreed to be acquired by Stripe in March.  Index was founded by 
Google Wallet co-founder Jonathon Wall.  Nice to see the omnichannel market become a 
bit more competitive with Stripe’s entry. 
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M&A and Alliance Activity 

Buyer/Investor Target 
Payments 
Emphasis Possible Strategy 

RBS FreeAgent Accounting 
software 

Long before the turn of the millennium, one of the largest California banks owned three 
companies that wrote and sold core banking software for small-to-medium financial 
institutions (the same progressive thinking bank also used to take deposits and cash 
share drafts for credit union members but that’s a story for another day.)  Investors either 
didn’t like or couldn’t figure out what Security Pacific National Bank was doing with these 
assets (other than making money) so the bank was forced to sell them.  Decades later, 
Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) pays £53 million for FreeAgent a UK-based vendor of 
accounting software.  Why?  Because doing so fits with the bank’s mobile banking 
application strategy to entice micro-businesses and accountancy firms to it.  Pretty much 
the same reason SPNB was in the core banking software business; to attract 
correspondent banking relationships.  Recycled strategies often work, we’ve seen.   

Valar Ventures, 
others 

Petal Credit card 
program 

Peter Thiel’s VC firm, Valar, leads a Series A round of $13 million for Petal, a startup 
credit card issuer that targets the “invisible” credit card demographic.  It seems this credit-
ignored (read: younger) demographic represents significant pent-up demand as 40,000 
applicants have joined the waiting list since Petal’s launch in September 2017.  
Underwriting is done based on applicant cash flow which takes a bit longer to process; 
new funds are earmarked for staff expansion and customer service.  Credit lines between 
$500 and $10,000 are offered with the average credit extension coming in at about 
$2,500.  Petal had previously raised $3.6 million in seed funding.  The no-fee, high-rate 
cards are issued by WebBank, a Utah-licensed ILC. 

Warburg Pincus, 
The Rise Fund 

Varo Money, 
Inc. 

Neobank Two established investment houses lead a $45 million Series B round of funding for Varo 
Funding, a Neobank backed by Bancorp Bank.  Varo has aggregated all the bell-ringing 
tools, features, and phrases – “no fee,” “iOS app,” “Square Cash and PayPal Instant 
Transfer,” etc. to target millennials.  Varo uses machine learning to predict depositor 
needs and to offer lending products on a case-by-case basis.  PFM tools round out the 
offering.   
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M&A and Alliance Activity 

Buyer/Investor Target 
Payments 
Emphasis Possible Strategy 

HTx Circuitech ATM servicing Readers new to the EFT industry won’t remember when the ATM servicing segment was 
like the wild west – lots of players, mostly small, with a wide-open market for anyone with 
a set of wrenches and a well-running truck.  Things have changed, it seems, and yet 
another acquisition in the space has occurred.  Both HTx and Circuitech are long-
established ATM industry repair and replenishment companies based in NJ and MN, 
respectively.  Dwindling ATM numbers (thanks, EMV) and a perceived reduction in the 
need for cash have stimulated this M&A transaction and will likely do the same for other 
industry survivors.  Lots of business models and venerable companies eventually fold up 
shop – Toys R Us, for instance.   

LexisNexis ThreatMetrix Cybersecurity LexisNexis (part of RELX) declares its position on the importance of cybersecurity by 
acquiring ThreatMetrix for $817 million, roughly four times the target’s valuation in 2014. 
Through its “Digital Identity Network,” TM analyzes over 100 million transactions per day 
across 35,000 unique websites.  The individual online identities and devices known to 
ThreatMetrix are measured in billions.  TM will become part of the RELX Risk and 
Business Analytics group, a unit focused on fraud and authentication.   
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Useful Links for More Information 
Here are some companies referenced earlier should you care to learn more about them. 

Company Role Link 

Alkami White-label mobile/online banking www.alkami.com 

Aspiration Bank Neobank www.aspiration.com 

Azlo U.S. Neobank www.azlo.com 

Cleo PFM AI-based personal financial manager www.meetcleo.com 

Greenlight Financial Consumer debit card www.greenlightcard.com 

Revolut UK Neobank www.revolut.com 

Varo Money U.S. Neobank www.varomoney.com 
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Back in the Day! 
 

Digital Currency Isn’t New!   
Long before Bitcoin came along, we had the chance to select from at least three alternative currencies.  Alas, they’re all gone now.  

DigiCash was founded in 1990 by cryptographer, David Chaum.  “Cyberbucks” were touted as being anonymous and 
secure and on their way to ubiquity.  Life was simpler back then; trading was accomplished through email.  Unfortunately 
for the large group of Cyberbuck adherents, there weren’t enough of them to generate positive cash flow and Citibank, a 
rumored later-life investor, passed on the opportunity.  Bankruptcy shuttered the company in 1998. 

Flooz enjoyed a much shorter lifespan than DigiCash – just three years – and was able to burn through $35 million in 
funding before rumors of a Russian criminal group’s preference for use of the digital currency to launder funds caught up 
with the startup in 2001.  Down it went that August. 

Beenz found a gaggle of investors who had missed the Flooz opportunity and who poured $80 million into this third 
attempt to circumvent the all mighty dollar (and the watchful eye of regulators, perhaps.)  Armed with a year 2000 
agreement with MasterCard for network connectivity, the company seemed ready to roll until March 2001, when the tech 
bubble burst, investors headed south, and the word “online” became toxic.  Beenz shut down in 2001. 

Perhaps BTC’s decade-long tenure means that it’s here to stay?  Let’s wait another week. 

Next quarter’s lesson: Loyalty programs are as old as the pharaohs. 

No trivia question this quarter or next, just a history lesson or two. 
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